The recent surge in ancient scripts has resulted in huge image libraries of ancient texts. Data mining of the collected images enables the study of the evolution of these ancient scripts. In particular, the origin of the Indus Valley script is highly debated. We use convolutional neural networks to test which Phoenician alphabet letters and Brahmi symbols are closest to the Indus Valley script symbols. Surprisingly, our analysis shows that overall the Phoenician alphabet is much closer than the Brahmi script to the Indus Valley script symbols.
INTRODUCTION
From 3200 to 1300 BCE the Indus Valley Civilization thrived in northwestern South Asia, including areas of present-day India, Pakistan and Afghanistan [34] . The theories regarding the origin of the Indus Valley Civilization and its script ranges from antecedent indigenous roots to diffusionist explanations [34] . The Indus Valley script is an undeciphered script with over 400 different symbols and thousands of inscriptions, mostly on seals. Unfortunately, the inscriptions are too short for traditional decipherment techniques. Figure 2 shows the most frequent Indus Valley script symbols.
Decipherment efforts are usually aided by bilingual inscriptions, which have not been found yet. Another clue to a script could come from finding a similar but already known script with which the unknown symbols could be matched. That matching can give the Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). unknown script symbols a tentative phonetic value. Usually, the already known scripts occur later in time than the unknown script. In this paper, we use neural networks and two known scripts to find tentative phonetic assignments to the Indus Valley script symbols. These two scripts are the following:
Phoenician alphabet: The first known script that we try is the Phoenician alphabet, which is frequently studied because it spread to a large part of Eurasia. The Phoenician alphabet is an abjad writing system, written from right to left, which consists of 22 letters representing consonants (see Figure 1 ) [6] .
Brahmi syllabary: The second known script is the Brahmi script, which is the second oldest South Asian script. The origin of the Brahmi script is controversial. The Brahmi script is said to stem from the Phoenician alphabet [33] . The lack of intermediate archaeological artifacts between the end of the Indus Valley Civilization in 1300 BCE and the earliest Brahmi script in the late 4th to mid 3rd centuries BCE [32] makes the latter unlikely to be a descendant of the former. Unless all writing was done on perishable materials the intervening period.
The Brahmi script is a syllabary but for the same consonant C the Ca, Ce, Ci, Co, and Cu. forms are only minor variations of each other. In this paper, we focus on the syllabic symbols of Ca series, which are shown in Figure 3 .
In this paper, we answer the following data mining questions:
(1) Which script, Phoenician or Brahmi, is more likely to be a descendant of the Indus Valley script? (2) What tentative phonetic assignments can be given to the Indus Valley script symbols?
Section 2 describes the dataset of the ancient scripts and texts which we used as a data source in our research. Section 3 describes the neural networks that we used for the computerized comparison of the visual characteristics of pairs of symbols from two different scripts. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions and directions for further research.
THE DATASET USED
Image databases (see Chapter 8 in [23] ) are ubiquitously used in numerous applications from recognizing text in images [10] [11] [12] , affine invariant image retrieval [9] , facial recognition systems and traffic monitoring [39] . Images in image databases can be represented by pixels, vectors, or constraints [14] . A recent image database called the Archaeoastronomy in Space and Time Database contains not only ancient Indus Valley script texts, but also Maya, Goldhüte, Proto-Byblos script, and the Minoan scripts [7] . For this paper, we use three different ancient scripts: Phoenician alphabet, Indus Valley script, and the Brahmi script. For the Phoenician alphabet, we use all 22 symbols (Figure 1 ), for the Indus Valley script we used 25 of the symbols (Figure 2) , and for the Brahmi script we use 27 of the symbols (Figure 3) . We use only the symbols with the highest frequencies because the Indus Valley script has over 400 symbols and symbols that occur only once or twice are likely to be insignificant [36] .
The MNIST image database [16] contains 60,000 training images of handwritten black and white digits, where they use 10,000 images for validation images. In comparison to the MNIST database, our training and validation datasets contain far fewer images. We use transformations and distortions on the images to create a bigger dataset.
Each symbol has forty training images and eight validation images, that is a total of 48 images associated with it. Each image is 25x25 pixels, and it is black and white like the MNIST dataset [16] . In total, we have 3,552 images.
THE DESIGN OF THE SCRIPT IMAGE RECOGNITION NEURAL NETWORK
In deep learning, it is necessary to learn from features available in the data. In most neural networks learning is possible only if a large amount of data are available. However, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) also allow learning from small datasets. CNNs are multi-layer neural networks which assume that the data is of the form of an image, which allows the encoding of certain properties into the architecture, entailing a reduction in the number of parameters in the network [2] .
Using ideas similar to Chollet [2] , in order to use a smaller data set, we apply random transformations and normalization operations to the training image data set. The image is transformed in the following ways: rotation, translation, scaling, zooming, and flipping.
The created neural network uses Python and Tensorflow, and we also use the Keras wrapper. Tensorflow is an open source library for numerical computation, which uses data flow graphs. Keras is a wrapper that allows the use of a TensorFlow backend, providing modularity and Python-nativeness, allowing for out of the box implementations of common network structures.
The constructed neural networks have various levels of accuracy dependent on the script. The neural networks use three main layers: a two-dimensional convolutional layer, a two-dimensional pooling layer, and a dense layer.
The first convolutional layer applies 32, three by three filters, where it extracts three by three pixel subregions using the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The first pooling layer performs maximum pooling with a two by two filter and stride of 2 (which specifies that the pooled regions do not overlap). The second convolutional layer applies 64 of the three by three filters, with the ReLU activation function. The second pooling layer repeats the process of the first pooling layer. Lastly, the first dense layer has 1,024 neurons, with a dropout regularization rate of 0.4, which is the probability of any given element being dropped during training. The second dense layer has 22 (Phoenician), 25 (Indus), or 27 (Brahmi) neurons, one per target class.
Script Recognition
All twenty-two of the Phoenician symbols were used for the neural network. For the Brahmi script, we used only the more prominent vowels and the root consonants. For the Indus Valley Script, we used the most frequent symbols. According to Wells [35] each of the symbols has a root symbol and additional items are added. Tables 1 and 2 show the different accuracy measures we have for the three datasets. Table 1 shows the accuracy of each neural network predicting validation data, which was not used in training. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the neural network is with a combination of training and validation data.
We see from Table 1 that as the number of epochs increased, the validation accuracy of the neural network recognizing the correct symbols also increased for all three scripts. When using training and validation data as the epochs increased the accuracy also increased significantly from 87 percent to more than 96 percent for the Phoenician alphabet, 81 percent to almost 95 percent for the Brahmi script, and for the Indus Valley script it jumped from almost 83 percent to more than 96 percent. As the epochs increased, the validation accuracy started with a fairly high percent for all three datasets and increased marginally for the Phoenician alphabet dataset, increased slightly by four percent for the Brahmi script dataset and the Indus Valley Script dataset. Overall, Table 2 has a lower accuracy for all cells in comparison to Table 1 . If the validation accuracy is lower than the combined training and validation accuracy, then overfitting occurs. Overfitting is when the model does not generalize well and has become too accustomed to the training data, and when new data is presented it can react haphazardly.
Data Analysis
From Table 2 , we see that the Phoenician neural network has the highest accuracy overall even at the lowest epoch. Referring back to the symbols in the language, we see that they are fairly distinct. This leads us to believe that the uniqueness of the Phoenician letters plays a key factor in the accuracy of our neural network. However, similar statements cannot be made about the Brahmi script. The accuracy of the Brahmi script was lower for the training and validation accuracy and the higher for the validation accuracy. The Brahmi script has numerous symbols which have similar shapes. Figure 5 shows that there is a similarity between either two or three symbols for the majority, and a similarity between five symbols for a single case (middle row of Figure 5 ).
For the Indus Valley script, there are more pairs or triples of symbols which are slightly more similar (see Figure 4 ). There are fewer symbols which are similar when compared to the Brahmi script, which explains why the Indus Valley script has a slightly higher accuracy than the Brahmi script has.
EXPERIMENT
Given that our neural networks perform well at recognizing and classifying each symbol set to its respective value, we sought to look at how the Phoenician and Brahmi datasets would be classified as input to the Indus Valley script neural network. These predictive measures were done using forty-eight sample images for each of the twenty-two Phoenician alphabet symbols and the twenty-seven Brahmi script symbols.
The Indus Valley script neural network was compiled a total of five times, due to neural networks running differently on the runs. From each of the compilations, we stored the weights according to the classification to determine how the Brahmi symbols and Phoenician alphabet would be classified according to the Indus Valley script. Among the five compilations, there are times where the symbol classified has an overall consensus regarding the mapped symbol. However, there are other times where there is an equal mapping to two symbols. In that case, we decide to use the symbol with a high strength match, where strength is the summed percentage of how similar the pair of symbols is. In the case of a few Figures 6 and 7 show the classification of each Brahmi and Phoenician symbol passed to the Indus Valley neural network. The tables are ordered from the strongest to the weakest match among the symbols. Regarding whether there might have been an interference among the symbols, as in the case of a double mapping from one Brahmi script symbol/Phoenician alphabet symbol to the Indus Valley script symbols, we used the following algorithm: based on the strength ordering if there is an Indus Valley script symbol which has already been mapped, then we choose to pick the next strongest symbol in relation to the Brahmi/Phoenician symbols. If this second symbol already exists among the chosen ones, then we decide to stick with the original strongest symbol. Regarding duplicates, we believe adding more Indus Valley script symbols could possibly reduce the number of multiple mappings and may give more insight regarding more similarities among the scripts.
Among the symbols chosen that match Brahmi, out of the twentyseven Brahmi symbols we have numerous duplicates or even triplicates. For the Phoenician symbols, we have fourteen unique mappings and only eight duplicates. Moreover, the neural network choices usually yield visually similar pairs. Hence it is understandable why the neural network would classify a given Phoenician alphabet letter to the selected Indus Valley script symbol.
The average strength of Phoenician and Brahmi symbols passed to the Indus Valley script neural network (see Table 3 ) indicates that Phoenician alphabet has a stronger connection to the Indus Valley script than to the Brahmi script. Visually, we can see that the symbols which the neural network picked are more reasonable for the Phoenician versus the Indus Valley script symbol sets. The shape structure as to why a neural network may pick a selected symbol is quite clear for most symbols. Figure 8 shows how the Phoenician alphabet and Brahmi script symbols map to the Indus Valley script symbols. We see that there is more of a unique mapping for Phoenician than Brahmi. Table 3 shows the overall average strength for all the symbol mappings regardless of duplicates and when the duplicates are removed. We see that in this case Phoenician still has the best mapping. With duplicate mappings, we see that Brahmi has a slightly higher average strength. However, there are numerous mappings to symbol "480" in the Indus Valley script.
Removing these and other duplicates shows that Phoenician has more unique mappings where 14 out of 22 symbols are uniquely mapped, whereas for Brahmi only 13 out of the 27 symbols were uniquely mapped. However, it is difficult to decipher because the Indus Valley script is found only in short length inscriptions and has no bilingual text.
Sir Alexander Cunningham, one of the first people to encounter the Indus Valley script, assumed considered it to be an ancestor of Brahmi. That view is supported by many other scholars [20] [21] [22] . Scholars also generally suppose that the Indus Valley script expresses some Dravidian language close to Tamil [17-19, 35, 37, 38, 40] . However, some researchers state that the Indus Valley script should not be considered a language because it seems more similar to nonlinguistic signs such as those that symbolize family or clan names/symbols and religious figures/ concepts [5] .
Computer-Aided Techniques
Scholars have used machine learning techniques to analyze images and read text found in them [10] [11] [12] . However, the use of neural networks to compare language families has yet to be explored. Entropic analysis on the Indus Valley script according to [20] states that the entropy of linguistic scripts closely matches existing linguistic systems. Markov chain models have been used to determine the chain of symbols which are normally found dependent among symbols [21] . Zide and Zvelebil [40] was one of the first attempts to decipher the Indus Valley script using a computer.
Revesz used different computer-aided techniques to analyze the evolution of the Cretan Script Family [26] . The evolution of the Cretan Script Family was analyzed using a feature-based similarity measure of script symbols and phylogenetic algorithms [24, 30] to derive a hypothetical script evolutionary tree, which showed a strong similarity between Cretan hieroglyph scripts and the Old Hungarian alphabet, which is called Rovásírás in the native language. The matching of Cretan hieroglyphs script symbols and the old Hungarian alphabet letters allowed to give new phonetic values for the former. Further, the new phonetic values aided the decipherment of Cretan hieroglyphs [25] , including the Phaistos disk [27] and the Arkalochori Axe [29] . In addition, the Minoan Linear A Script was also matched with the Old Hungarian alphabet leading to a decipherment of Linear A too [28] . According to these decipherments, the Minoan language was closely related to the Hattic language in Anatolia (present-day Turkey) and to Hungarian. In fact, Revesz [28] proposed to group these languages together into the West-Ugric language family.
Database
Bryan Wells and Adreas Fuls have created a database [36] with the signs identified by Bryan Wells in his Ph.D. dissertation [37] . The sign list according to Wells contains 695 distinct signs. The database shows statistics regarding each symbol's frequency and location. It also shows analysis on the distribution of the symbol with respect to others, i.e. precedes, follows, etc.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our results show that the Indus Valley script is surprisingly closer to the Phoenician alphabet than to the Brahmi script. The computer science methods in this paper identified a strong connection between the Phoenician alphabet and the Indus Valley Script symbols and that can lead to some interesting scientific deductions. In particular, the neural networks-based matchings between the Phoenician alphabet letters and the Indus Valley symbols suggest some phonetic values for the Indus Valley symbols. In the future, such computer-generated phonetic suggestions may help linguists to decipher the Indus Valley script. 
